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there is something new in the methods ...

Why  have we done it?

How have we done it?

What did we find?

What is the physics you want to address? what are the open ques+ons in the 
field? what other work has been done in the past to address these ques+ons? 
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Nature

Various members in the family (eg Nature Physics). Wide 
audience, embargo, not open access (unless you pay several 
thousand euros). Only 'spectacular' results accepted (there 
should be impact in other areas) ... USA variant: Science.
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How many pages? 
How many paragraphs? 
How many sentences? 
How many figures/tables?

Submiced to JHEP. Some 20 pages in ALICE format. 
Five figures, five (large) tables, 85 references ...

arxiv: 2305.19060

Submiced to PRL. Some 7 pages in ALICE format. 
Two figures, two (smallish) tables, 47 references ...

arxiv: 2305.06169
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JHEP example
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JHEP uses single column format. 
No limits on the number of pages/tables/figures 
Includes a table of content

Some 15 words per line 
Some 40 lines per page 
≈ some 600 words per page ... 

how many words do you use in a normal sentence?
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PRL example

7

PRL uses double column format. 
Strict limit on the number of pages, tables/figures 
No ToC, frequently no explicit sec+oning 

Some 9 words per line (in one column) 
Some 55 lines per page 
≈ some 1000 words per page ... 

Figures/tables take a lot of text space!
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Detector descrip+on 
Data analysis 
Results 
Conclusions

Introduc+on: 5 paragraphs
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Let's look at the Introduc+on (1/3)

UPC defini+on

10

Why: pure hadronic interac+ons are suppressed 
and photonuclear interac+ons are not

Not only a nice idea, but also a feasible one

12 lines, 4 sentences, 
one paragraph

Refer to a review, introduce nomenclature

How you use the physics characteris+cs of the 
processes to dis+nguish them experimentally
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What has been done before in this area?
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If you are familiar with a topic and know what was done and why, then a structure for an ar+cle 
and for each of its sec+ons should come naturally to you ... do not try to invent a sophis+cated 
way of telling the story ... straight language without any extra spice should be enough ....

If you do not know why, ASK!!!

The same advice of thinking the structure before wri+ng and of coun+ng applies to preparing slides for a talk ...

The new ingredient is the +me to say aloud one normal sentence ... allow 
for 10 s, meaning you have 6 nice long sentences to describe one slide :)

If you do not have a clear idea of a poten+al structure for the text, then you may not have understood well what 
you did, or why you did it ... go for a walk (or whatever) and think a bit before puqng pen to paper :)

Read papers. If there is one that you like, try to find out why you like it, and dissect it ... i.e. learn from the masters


